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Mission:

How does a traffi c signal detect vehicles?
Virginia Beach uses two kinds of detection: 
loop detectors and video detection.
 
Loop detectors are wire loops buried in the 
road. They use magnetic fi elds to detect the 
metal inside vehicles. The loops overlap the 
stop bar and only detect vehicles directly 
above them.

Video detection uses closed-circuit cameras. 
The signal controllers monitor the video 
feeds from these cameras.  Software is 
programmed to sense vehicles stopped 
inside detection zones in the picture. The 
feeds are not recorded and no one watches 
them.
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For more information or to download 
copies of this brochure, please visit 
our website at:  www.vbgov.com , click 
the link to Government, then the link 
to Departments, then the link to
Public Works, then Traffi c.

 
Proactively enhance the transportation 
network by improving traffi c  
safety, reliability, and convenience.
 
Equip decision makers with 
transportation engineering expertise 
that ensures effective use of resources     
and infrastructure.
 
Deliver quality customer service 
with a team of professionals committed 
to responding in an equitable 
manner.



The City of Virginia Beach has over 370 
traffi c signals to help traffi c move safely, 
orderly and effi ciently. They also prevent 
dangerous angle crashes and give pedestrians 
safe gaps in traffi c to cross the street.

Right Turns on Red

Traffic Signals

Unless there is a sign that says “No Right Turn 
on Red”, vehicles are allowed to make a right 
turn on a red signal.
 
But, Virginia law requires drivers to:
       Come to a complete stop fi rst.
       Yield to pedestrians in the crosswalk.
       (Code of Virginia § 46.2-835)

Every signal has a specialized computer called 
a controller that operates it based on three
factors:
      Timing that City staff gives it based on
      lanes, traffi c volumes, and coordination   
      with other signals.
      Detection that senses waiting vehicles.
      Preemption that lets emergency vehicles   
      force the signal to turn green for them and   
      red for everyone else.
 
These factors tell the controller how often to 
cycle between green, yellow, and red.
Controllers are kept in metal cabinets 
near their signal. Every cabinet also has a 
malfunction monitoring unit to make the 
signal start fl ashing if there is a problem. 
A fl ashing signal keeps the intersection 
operating safely until City staff can repair the 
controller.

How do Traffic Signals Work?

What do I do if a traffi c signal malfunctions?
Treat a non-illuminated signal the same as a 
four-way Stop Sign. 
For a fl ashing signal:
      Proceed with caution if the yellow light is  
      fl ashing.
      Stop if the red light is fl ashing. Proceed
      when clear.

You can report a malfunctioning signal to 
Public Works by calling 757-385-1470 or 
through the City’s website www.vbgov.
com by selecting “Traffi c Signal Problem 
Reporting” from the City Services drop-down 
menu. You can also report any non-illuninated 
signals to the Police Department’s non-
emergency number at 757-385-5000.

How does the City decide where traffi c
signals go?
When the City decides if an intersection 
should be signalized, Traffi c Engineering does 
a study that analyzes several factors:
      What improvements could be made other      
      installing a signal?
      How close is the nearest existing signal?
      Does the number of angle crashes,
      pedestrians, or vehicles meet certain
      criteria set by the Federal Highway
      Administration?
           
Due to the high cost of installation and 
maintenance, as well as an increase in rear-end 
crashes, the City only supports the installation 
of traffi c signals when they increase safety 
and ease congestion.

Frequently Asked Questions

Signal Controller @ Princess Anne Rd.
& North Landing Rd.
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